INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

Advt. No. 23/DAE128
Dt: 20–08–2007

Invites applications for a JRF/SRF/RA (one post) in a DAE sponsored project ‘Reaction-diffusion coupling in zeolites’, which is tenable up to 31–03–2010.

Candidates possessing M.Sc. I class in Physics/Chemistry (Physical Chemistry specialization)/Maths or Ph.D. in Chemistry/Physics can apply. Experience in Unix/Linux/Fortran programming is desirable. The selected candidate has to assist the Project Investigator in the research work and discharge any duties assigned from time to time. The emoluments admissible is Rs 8000–12,000 pm (fixed) + 15% HRA depending upon qualification and experience (fellowship is likely to be revised).

Candidates should send their applications on plain paper furnishing the bio-data, copies of certificates in supports of age, qualifications, experience, etc. to Prof. S. Yashonath, Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unit, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560 012, within fifteen days from the date of this notification.

REGISTRAR

INDIAN INSITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

Advt. No. 24
Dt: 23–08–2007

Invites applications for a Junior Research Fellow in a DAE sponsored project.

Title of project : Development of Variable and Graded Refractive Index Films for Power Laser Coatings

Tenure of the project : 31–03–2008

Essential qualification: M.Sc. I class in Physics/Materials Science

Desirable qualification : Experience in the Vacuum deposition of Thin Films

Emoluments : Rs 8000 pm (fixed) + 15% HRA (likely to be revised)

Candidates should send their applications on plain paper furnishing the bio-data, copies of certificates in support of age, qualification, experience, etc. to Dr K. Narasimha Rao, Dept of Instrumentation, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560 012, within fifteen days from the date of this notification.

REGISTRAR